A turbulent boundary-layer flow over a rough wall generates a dipole sound field as the near-field hydrodynamic disturbances in the turbulent boundary-layer scatter into radiated sound at small surface irregularities. In this paper, phased microphone arrays are applied to the experimental study of surface roughness noise. The radiated sound from two rough plates and one smooth plate in an open jet is measured at three streamwise locations, and the beamforming source maps demonstrate the dipole directivity. Higher source strengths can be observed in the rough plates than the smooth plate, and the rough plates also enhance the trailing-edge noise. A prediction scheme in previous theoretical work is used to describe the strength of a distribution of incoherent dipoles over the rigid plate and to simulate the sound detected by the microphone array. Source maps of measurement and simulation exhibit encouraging similarities in both source pattern and source strength, which confirms the dipole nature and the predicted magnitude of roughness noise. The simulations underestimate the streamwise gradient of the source strengths and overestimate the source strengths at the highest frequency.
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I. Introduction
T he generation of sound by turbulent boundary-layer flow at low Mach number over a rigid rough wall has been investigated analytically by Howe. 1-4 In Howe's diffraction theory, the rough surface was modeled by a random distribution of rigid, hemispherical bosses over a rigid plane. The near-field hydrodynamic disturbances in the turbulent boundary layer scatter into radiated sound due to the presence of small surface irregularities. The roughness elements behave like point dipoles with the dipole strength due to scattering of the near turbulent pressure fluctuations on an element, and thus surface roughness noise is likely to be dominant at low Mach number. Howe 1 also speculated that roughness noise would be a substantial fraction of the airframe noise of an airplane flying in the "clean" configuration in which the landing gears and high-lift devices are stowed.
In the theoretical model, 1 the acoustic frequency spectrum P R (x, ω) of far-field radiated roughness noise was expressed as an infinite integral in terms of the smooth-wall wavenumber-frequency spectrum P s (κ, ω). Howe evaluated P R (x, ω) by means of a conventional asymptotic approximation 1, 3 based on P s (κ, ω) being sharply peaked in the vicinity of the convective ridge. He also proposed empirical models [3] [4] [5] for P R (x, ω) by curve-fitting available experimental data of Hersh. 6 The empirical coefficients were partially estimated, but not all the coefficient values could be determined due to the lack of directivity information in Hersh's data. Therefore, Howe's empirical models are unable to predict the absolute level of the rough-wall acoustic frequency spectrum P R (x, ω).
The theoretical model of Howe 1 was recently extended by Liu and Dowling 7 to quantify numerically the far-field radiated roughness noise. They approximated the rough-wall wavenumber-frequency spectrum by smooth-wall models [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] with increased friction velocity u τ and boundary-layer thickness δ appropriate for a rough surface. The infinite integral in the determination of P R (x, ω) was evaluated by direct numerical integration. Their prediction scheme is able to reproduce the spectral characteristics of Howe's empirical models and Hersh's experimental data, and to predict appropriately the absolute level of far-field radiated roughness noise.
Liu and Dowling 7 then applied the numerical method to the assessment of the contribution of surface roughness to airframe noise, and estimated the roughness noise for a Boeing-757 sized aircraft wing during approach or take-off with idealized levels of surface roughness. They found that in the high frequency region sound radiated from surface roughness may exceed that from the trailing edge depending on the size of roughness elements, and that the trailing-edge noise is also enhanced by surface roughness to some extent. Therefore they suggested that the contribution of surface roughness to airframe noise needs to be considered in the design of a low-noise airframe.
However, few experiments have been performed so far to investigate the noise radiated from rough surfaces to the far field. Measurement of roughness noise is difficult as it can be easily contaminated due to its very low spectral levels. Hersh 6 studied the radiation of sound from sand-roughened pipes of various grit sizes. He concluded through measurements that the 6th power variation of the overall sound pressure level with flow velocity suggests a dipole source. However, the data are insufficient for building an empirical model, as aforementioned, due to the unknown effects of acoustic refraction by the free-jet shear layers downstream of the nozzle exit. Liu and Dowling 7 measured the noise spectra of two rough plates with different roughness heights in an open jet. The measured noise spectra were significantly contaminated by background noise, but the roughness noise were detected in 1-2.5 kHz frequency range. The reasonable amount of agreement between measurement and prediction provided a preliminary validation of their numerical prediction scheme which was based on Howe's theoretical model.
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In this paper, phased microphone arrays were applied to the experimental study of surface roughness noise. The radiated sound from two rough plates and one smooth plate in an open jet was measured by both high-and low-frequency arrays. The source locations and source strengths of possible dipoles due to roughness elements on a rigid plate were identified and discussed. Acoustic measurements were performed at three streamwise locations to explore the directivity features of possible dipole sources.
However, the array measurements can be misinterpreted if applied directly to determine the locations and relative strengths of these distributed dipoles, and this is due to the assumption of distributed incoherent monopoles in the standard beamforming algorithm. [13] [14] [15] The technique developed by Jordan et al. 16 to account for the propagation characteristics of a single dipole is not applicable because the roughness dipoles are distributed over such a large region that the directivity varies considerably. The array analysis source code is inaccessible and so it was not possible to modify the algorithm to base the beamforming on dipole sources.
Instead, we processed theoretical simulations through the same beamforming algorithm as the experimental data and compared the predicted and measured source maps. This is equivalent to comparing theory and experiment after applying a filter which suppresses much the extraneous noise in the experiments. A distribution of incoherent dipoles was simulated over a rigid plate with the source strengths determined equivalently by the prediction scheme of Liu and Dowling. 7 Comparison of the results of beamforming between measurement and simulation provides validation of Liu and Dowling's prediction scheme 7 in terms of source type, magnitude and distribution. It is secured to a vertical frame of aluminium rods adjacent to the tunnel outlet. Figure 1(b) shows that the plate surface is partially roughened in a rectangular region by a square distribution of hemispherical bosses. This was achieved by machining a recess of 0.64 × 0.64 m 2 into the plate surface. Four modeling panels of 0.32 × 0.32 m 2 with rigid, hemispherical plastic beads in parallel columns were flush mounted in the recess to form a rough region. Four smooth panels were also fabricated for the measurement of a smooth plate or a rough plate with a smaller rough region.
II. Experimental Setup
Three different surface conditions were examined:
(1) Rough1, R = 4 mm, σ = 0.50; The rough region is located at 0.34 m from the leading edge of the test plate, where the turbulent boundary layer is tripped, to ensure that the roughness elements are contained entirely within the boundary layer 1, 7 and to avoid the interference of sound scattering at the leading edge. Acoustic measurements were performed at free stream flow velocities, U = 15, 20, 25 and 30 m/s. The roughness noise scales as U 6 and so is more detectable at the higher velocity.
7 Therefore the experimental results discussed in Sec. III are for the velocity U = 30 m/s when differences between the acoustic data of the rough and smooth plates are most evident. As a precaution, all measurements were made when the laboratory ventilation system was not in operation.
B. Phased Microphone Array
Phased microphone arrays were utilized to localize the possible dipole sources in the rough region. The advantage of phased microphone arrays lies in the improved signal-to-noise ratio, and hence noise sources below the background noise can be identified. In the present study, the microphone array system including the analysis software was provided by National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR), The Netherlands. Both the high-and low-frequency arrays were used each of which consists of 48 microphones located on optimized concentric circles or ellipses and flush mounted in a rigid board. As shown in figure 1(a), the array board is supported by an aluminium frame with wheels. The board plane is aligned parallel to the test plate and the distance between them is adjustable. Figure 2 illustrates the schematic of the acoustic measurement by a phased microphone array. During a measurement the acoustic pressures were synchronously obtained by array microphones at a sampling frequency of 120 kHz (high-frequency array) or 30 kHz (low-frequency array) and a duration time of 60 s. The raw data were transferred to the computer through the 48-channel data acquisition system and postprocessed by the analysis software. Then source maps with sound pressure level (SPL) data were generated within 1/3 octave-band frequencies by beamforming a the post-processed data. The final data were sent to the 1.2 TB data storage system for future reference.
Obviously, the advantage of an open jet is to eliminate the reverberation noise of a closed-return wind tunnel. However, the uniform flow assumption of analysis software is not valid in the case of out-of-flow measurements in the test section of an open jet. 18 In this case, the effect of shear-layer refraction has to be incorporated in the source description of beamforming analysis. In fact for the low-speed wind tunnel in use (M < 0.1), although the propagating acoustic wave is somewhat refracted during transmission through the shear layer, the amplitude of received acoustic pressure by array microphones is almost unaltered, and hence the effect of shear-layer refraction on the predicted source strengths is negligible. 15 However, even a minor error in the signal phase will be amplified into a considerable distortion of source locations. In this study, a relatively sophisticated method, the Amiet correction 19 for an infinitely thin shear layer, was applied in beamforming analysis for the shear-layer correction. Firstly, the comparison of the noise spectra for the rough and smooth plates is shown in figure 3 . These noise spectra were measured by a pair of microphones at 0.3 m apart (r = 1.2 m, θ = π/4, φ = −π/2, see figure 7) . The cross-spectra data were post-processed in narrow band and divided by the bandwidth ∆f = 64 Hz to give the spectral level.
III. Results and Discussion

A. Comparison of Noise Spectra
As can be observed in figure 3 , the experimental data are contaminated by background noise at low and high frequencies. The high SPL at the low frequencies f < 700 Hz is dominated by the wind noise propagating outwards from the tunnel, and the spectral peak around f = 2900 Hz is from the driving motor a "Beamforming" means an algorithm for the phased microphone array which determines the equivalent source strength and the direction of the beam that best matches the data. [13] [14] [15] The beamforming code is implemented in the frequency domain. of the wind tunnel. The noise spectra of the rough plates are detected above the background noise, and are evidently higher than that of the smooth plate in the frequency range of 850-2850 Hz. The spectral peak of Rough1 is above that of Rough2, but Rough2 produces more noise than Rough1 when f > 1800 Hz because the sound radiation from smaller roughness elements will be dominant at higher frequencies. 
B. Comparison of Beamforming Source Maps
The comparison of noise spectra in figure 3 suggests that it would be beneficial to focus the microphone array measurements within 1000-2500 Hz frequency range. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the beamforming source maps for the rough and smooth plates obtained by both high-and low-frequency arrays at location 2 (see table 1 ). Three 1/3 octave-band frequencies are selected with center frequencies 1250 Hz, 1600 Hz and 2000 Hz, respectively.
In the beamforming analysis, the origin of the x-y coordinates in all source maps is fixed at the array center. The flow direction is from the left to the right. The inner dark frame outlines the boundary of the rough region and the dark line downstream denotes the trailing edge. Note that in the current setup, only two rough panels were mounted into the 0.64 × 0.64 m 2 recess to form a smaller rough region upstream, which helps reduce the interference of sound scattering from the trailing edge. In addition, the source powers have been converted to SPL data at a reference distance of 1/ √ 4π m from the source. 18 The color bar gives the SPL in dB, and the color bars for the rough and smooth plates at the same frequency are shown on identical scales for easy comparison.
As shown in figures 4 and 5, the source strengths on the rough plates exceed those on the smooth plate by about 10-15 dB. The source patterns of the two rough plates appear very similar with higher SPL for Rough1 at frequencies of 1250 and 1600 Hz. However at f = 2000 Hz, the source strengths of Rough2 exceed those of Rough1, which is consistent with the noise spectra data in figure 3 . The major lobe of maximum source strengths occurs in the upstream portion of the rough region. This is because the ratio of roughness height to boundary-layer thickness, R/δ, decreases as the boundary layer grows along the plate chord, which makes the downstream roughness elements less significant as sound scatterers.
Comparing the source maps in figures 4 and 5, we find that the low-frequency array gives better resolution than the high-frequency array due to the selected low frequencies and the widely distributed sources in this case. The low-frequency array is able to detect a secondary lobe around the dark line, as can be seen in figure 5 , which is principally produced by the trailing edge. The rough plates also generate stronger trailingedge noise than the smooth plate, as predicted by Liu and Dowling, 7 because on a rough plate the friction velocity u τ and boundary-layer thickness δ are increased due to the enhanced surface drag and turbulence production.
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However, we notice that the high-frequency array predicts 8-9 dB higher maximum SPL than the lowfrequency array at all frequencies. A possible explanation is that the beamforming algorithm assumes a monopole source with uniform directivity, and that the locations of the array microphones are different. The microphones of the high-frequency array are confined in a relatively small region where considerable sound radiation can be received from the rough region upstream, while the microphones of the low-frequency array are distributed in a much wider area and thus some of them are located close to the z-axis where the roughness dipoles radiate little sound.
C. Effect of Array Locations
The sound radiation from the two rough plates, Rough1 and Rough2, was measured at three streamwise locations to detect some directivity features of the dipole sources. The coordinates of the array center for figure 7) . In the x-direction, location 1 is very close to the origin O, location 2 is a bit downstream, and location 3 is further downstream and behind the rear edge of the rough region. Location 1 is also closest to the origin O in the z-direction. In these measurements, four rough panels were used and so the rough region is doubled in area compared with that in figures 4 and 5. Figure 6 shows the beamforming source maps of Rough1 and Rough2 obtained by the high-frequency array at locations 1-3, respectively. As can be seen from figure 6, location 1 produces a major lobe upstream with a secondary lobe downstream. The minimum source strength lies in the middle of the rough region. This is very close to the center of the array and occurs because the dipoles do not radiate sound in their normal planes. At the chosen frequency f = 2000 Hz, the secondary lobe of Rough2 is much stronger than that of Rough1 and covers a larger area, which has been predicted by the noise spectra comparison in figure 3 . In contrast, only the distributed major lobe exists in the source maps at downstream locations 2 and 3. Higher maximum strengths can be observed as the array shifts downstream from location 1 to locations 2 and 3, although the nearest distance occurs at the first location. All these features agree with the directivity characteristics of a distribution of dipole sources in the flow direction.
Comparing the distributed area of the major lobe at locations 1-3, we notice that the beamforming resolution becomes gradually worse as the array moves farther from the origin O. However at the nearest location, least radiated roughness noise is received by the microphone array due to the dipole directivity. Therefore, the compromise solution is to choose an array location a bit downstream from the central rough region, and this explains why location 2 was used for the measurements in Sec. III. B. 
IV. Theoretical Simulation
A. Motivation
The comparison of beamforming source maps, as discussed in Sec. III. B, demonstrates that the rough plates produce distinctly stronger noise sources than the smooth plate and enhance the trailing-edge noise somewhat. However, these source maps are not a true representation of the source locations and source strengths of roughness dipoles because the beamforming algorithm assumes a distribution of monopole sources, and hence can not be used directly to validate any theoretical predictions.
Jordan et al. 16 has shown that the standard beamforming technique is inadequate for both the source location and the measurement of a simple dipole, and that this is due to the assumption of monopole propagation in the calculation of the phase weights used to steer the focus of the array. They developed a correction to the beamforming algorithm to account for the dipole propagation characteristics, and applied it to array measurements for an aeroacoustic dipole produced by a cylinder in a cross flow. The true source location and source energy of the dipole was then retrieved in the resulting source map after applying this correction.
The technique of Jordan et al., 16 however, is not applicable in the case of a distribution of dipoles because their directivities and hence the required corrections vary over the source region, unlike the case of a single dipole. We do not have access to the source code for array analysis software from NLR to modify the algorithm for a distribution of axial dipoles. So instead of altering the beamforming algorithm, a feasible approach is to theoretically simulate a distribution of incoherent dipoles over a rigid plate, using the prediction scheme of Liu and Dowling, 7 to process the predicted sound field through the same algorithm as the experiment, and to generate predicted source maps that can be directly compared with the experimental results. This is equivalent to comparing theory and experiment after applying a filter which suppresses much the extraneous noise in the experiments. Satisfactory comparison of the results of beamforming in all directions (i.e. for many different filters) provides validation of the roughness noise model in magnitude and location.
B. Simulation Overview
The theoretical simulation for an experiment using phased microphone arrays is illustrated in figure 7 . A program SIMSRC provided by NLR was utilized to describe a distribution of incoherent dipoles over the rigid plate and simulate the sound detected by the microphone array, as exactly in the experimental setup. This program requires the original source locations and source strengths as input parameters. The simulation, post-processing and beamforming analysis are based on a monopole source assumption as aforementioned, and thus are not directly applicable to the dipole case of roughness noise. Nevertheless, SIMSRC is able to generate cross-power data for incoherent groups of coherent monopole sources. 18 In this case, each dipole source can be modeled by coherent pairs of closely spaced monopoles with opposite phase. Because the rigid plate behaves as a passive reflector, the mirror sources were also taken into account as coherent with the original sources. The distribution of incoherent dipoles was therefore modeled by incoherent groups of the four coherent monopole sets.
The phased microphone array is generally used to detect the source locations and source patterns, and the SPL data shown in source maps are usually obtained as relative and just for reference. In this study, however, we attempted to simulate the real source strengths in magnitude as well as the source locations. The simulated dipole sources were located at each hemispherical boss and the equivalent source strengths were determined from the prediction scheme of Liu and Dowling 7 as described below. The simulated acoustic field was then processed in the same way as in the experiments to obtain predicted beamforming source maps.
We now commence the determination of equivalent source strengths with the derivation of the acoustic field of a dipole source. The mean flow effects have been neglected since the prediction scheme is based on an assumption of low Mach number which is also satisfied in the experimental setup (M < 0.1). The shear-layer refraction has therefore not been considered in the derivation, neither.
C. Acoustic Field of a Dipole
The acoustic frequency spectrum at a far-field observer x for an ideal monopole in a medium without flow can be expressed as:
where a(ω) is the monopole strength in frequency domain, k = ω/c is the acoustic wavenumber, and r is the propagation distance. A dipole source can be modeled as a coherent pair of closely placed monopoles with opposite phase at a distance l apart, as shown in figure 7 . The acoustic field of a dipole is obtained by combining the radiated sound of these two monopoles:p
where r + and r − are the propagation distances for the two monopoles with opposite phase,
In the far field, r l, the amplitude difference between the radiated sound of two monopoles is small, and thus in Eq. (2) r + and r − can be approximated by r in the amplitude part. However, the phase difference can not be ignored. Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2), we obtain
If the dipole is compact (i.e. kl 1), Eq. (4) can be simplified as:
In the presence of a reflecting rigid plate, the mirror source of the dipole need to be included, and hence the aggregate acoustic field can be obtained by multiplying Eq. (5) by 2. The power spectral density of the acoustic frequency spectrump(x, ω) is:
where Λ(ω) is the power spectral density of a(ω),
In the case of acoustic measurements, the discrete Fourier transform is applied and a(ω) is simply related to Λ(ω) in amplitude (see the Appendix):
D. Equivalent Source Strengths
Liu and Dowling 7 have given the power spectral density P R (x, ω) of the far-field radiated roughness noise spectrum in the form:
In the above expression, A is the area of the rough region, the roughness density σ = N πR 2 means the fractional area of the plane covered by roughness elements, and N is the average number of roughness elements per unit area; µ = 1/(1 + 1 4 σ) is not appreciably different from unity; the convection velocity U c ≈ 0.6U , and the displacement boundary-layer thickness δ * ≈ δ/8 for practical purposes; Φ(ω) is the point pressure frequency spectrum; D(θ, φ) is the directivity function:
where I 1 and I 2 are infinite double integrals with respect to the wavenumber vector κ = (κ 1 , 0, κ 3 ) (details to be found in Ref. 7) , and θ and φ are the directivity angles shown in figure 7 with 0 θ π and |φ| π/2.
As is evident from Eq. (10), the first term I 1 cos 2 θ describes the sound field due to a dipole in the flow direction, while the second term I 2 sin 2 θ sin 2 φ accounts for a dipole in the plate plane but normal to the flow direction. To link this to the beamforming simulation, we consider a distribution of dipoles with two dipoles DPL 1 and DPL 2 at each hemispherical boss and determine the equivalent source strengths |a 1 (ω)| and |a 2 (ω)|. Herein DPL 1 is orientated in the flow direction and DPL 2 is normal to the flow direction, respectively. Now we consider a rough region of unit area which contains N roughness elements. In the theoretical simulation, the acoustic field of DPL 1 can be described by Eq. (6), and hence the aggregate power spectral density of N incoherent dipoles is
From the prediction scheme (9), the contribution of the dipole DPL 1 to P R (x, ω) for a unit rough area A = 1 is
By comparing Eqs. (12) and (13), we obtain the theoretical prediction for Λ 1 (ω) as:
From the relationship between |a(ω)| and Λ(ω) in Eq. (8), the predicted equivalent source strength for the two coherent monopoles of DPL 1 is given by
Note that in Eq. (15) other than the explicit dependence of |a 1 (ω)| on 1/δ * 2 , the local boundarylayer properties δ * and u τ also influence Φ(ω) and I 1 implicitly. 7 On a rough plate, the boundary layer is growing along the chord (x-axis), and the boundary-layer profile is determined by both x and R. The overall dependence of |a 1 (ω)| on x leads to a decreasing distribution of source strengths from upstream to downstream. This effect has been considered in the simulation of roughness dipoles at different streamwise locations. The value of the dipole size l is unimportant because Λ 1 (ω) ∼ l −2 from Eq. (14) and hence the predicted power spectral density P 1 (x, ω) is independent of l. The only constraint is that l should satisfy the compact dipole assumption kl 1. In the present study l = R is used. Similarly, the theoretical prediction for |a 2 (ω)| can be obtained as:
Nevertheless, the contribution of I 1 to P R (x, ω) is much more important than that of I 2 for sufficiently large roughness elements, 7 i.e. the roughness Reynolds number
where ν is the kinematic viscosity. In addtion, in figure 7 the center of the microphone array is located very close to the center of the rough region in the y-direction which is the direction of the dipole DPL 2 . This results in a nearly negligible contribution of DPL 2 to the SPL of the source maps as there is no sound radiation in the normal plane of the DPL 2 orientation. |a 1 (ω)| and |a 2 (ω)| from Eqs. (15) and (16) were then used in the theoretical simulation as the equivalent source strengths for DPL 1 and DPL 2 , respectively.
V. Comparison of Measurement and Simulation
To compare the source maps of measured roughness noise and simulated dipole sources, "clean" source maps of Rough1 and Rough2 need to be obtained. Although the reverberation noise of a closed-return wind tunnel is avoided in the case of out-of-flow measurements in an open jet, figures 4 and 5 still indicate considerable contamination from other sound sources, e.g. trailing edge, leading edge, seams. A straightforward but effective method to eliminate the contamination is to subtract the source powers of the smooth plate from those of the rough plates. This method was applied to the raw source maps in figures 4 and 5, and corrected "clean" source maps were obtained for comparison with simulation. Figures 8-11 illustrate the comparison of measured and simulated source maps for Rough1 and Rough2, and both the high-and low-frequency array data are shown. Unlike the identical color bars for Rough1, Rough2 and Smooth in figures 4 and 5, the color bars in figures 8-11 gives the unaltered maximum source strengths for a better comparison of measurement and simulation. The simulated equivalent source strengths at each 1/3 octave band frequency have been averaged over the whole bandwidth, as in the beamforming analysis of the experimental data.
In all these figures, the top row shows the "clean" source maps based on the experimental data with the Smooth source powers subtracted. As can be seen from the high-frequency array data in figures 8 and 10, the SPL of the "clean" source maps has been diminished a bit and the major lobe is concentrated more in the upstream rough region compared with the raw source maps in figure 4 . This correction is shown more evidently for the low-frequency array data in figures 9 and 11 in which the interference from the trailing-edge noise seen originally in figure 5 has been greatly reduced.
The bottom row of figures 8-11 shows the corresponding source maps by simulating a distribution of incoherent dipoles over the rigid plate with strengths derived using the model of Liu and Dowling.
7 The beamforming predictions of the source patterns of measurement and simulation exhibit encouraging similarities, which confirms the dipole nature of surface roughness noise. The major lobe in the top row gradually reduces in the spanwise direction (y-axis) along the plate chord (x-axis), whereas in the bottom row the major lobe almost fills the entire dark frame. This is because in the experiment the boundary of the open jet expands along the flow direction as the jet mixes with the still air in free space. The expansion effect results in a decrease of flow velocity around the jet boundary. In the simulation, however, this effect is too complicated to be considered for the correction of the predicted equivalent source strengths around the jet boundary. Furthermore, as indicated by the color bars of figures 8-11, the simulation program SIMSRC is capable of approximately predicting the equivalent source strengths of roughness noise in magnitude at 1250 and 1600 Hz frequencies, which provides further form of validation for Liu and Dowling's prediction scheme 7 from the perspective of microphone array measurements. However, distinct discrepancy (about 3 dB) can be observed for the comparison at 2000 Hz, and this should be ascribed to the limitation of Liu and Dowling's prediction scheme which predicted spectral levels a few dB higher than the measured roughness noise in f > 1.7 kHz frequency. 7 In addition, SIMSRC predicts somewhat higher source strengths in the downstream portion of the rough region, namely, the streamwise gradient of simulated source strengths are a bit lower than that of the measured source strengths. Hence there is scope to improve the theoretical model to capture these aspects of surface roughness generated noise.
VI. Conclusions
Howe 1 has presented a theoretical model of sound generation by turbulent boundary-layer flow over a rough wall. The dipole-type roughness noise was attributed to the scattering of the turbulence nearfield into radiated sound at small surface irregularities. Liu and Dowling 7 then extended Howe's model for numerically quantifying the far-field radiated roughness noise, and have obtained reasonable agreement between measurement and prediction in roughness noise spectral levels.
In this paper, phased microphone arrays have been applied to study the surface roughness noise experimentally. From the resulting beamforming source maps, the rough plates exhibited higher source strengths than the smooth plate, and the trailing-edge noise was somewhat enhanced by surface roughness. Measurements at three streamwise locations demonstrated some features of the dipole directivity. Theoretical simulations have been performed for a distribution of incoherent dipoles over the rough plates with the equivalent source strengths determined by Liu and Dowling's prediction scheme. 7 The same beamfroming algorithm was applied to measurement and simulation and the source maps exhibited encouraging similarities in source pattern with approximate source strengths. This has confirmed the dipole nature of roughness noise and validated the source amplitude predicted by Liu and Dowling.
7 However, the streamwise gradient of the source strengths was a bit underestimated in the simulations, and at the highest frequency the source strengths were overestimated by about 3 dB, which indicates that there is scope for an improved theoretical prediction which captures these aspects of surface roughness noise.
Appendix: Amplitude of Frequency Spectrum
In an acoustic experiment, the signal p(t) is measured for a finite time interval T , and sampled at N different times t = n∆, where n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 and the time lag ∆ = T /N . In this case, a discrete Fourier transform of the signal is applied and can be defined by: 
wherep m is the frequency spectrum of p(t).
The discrete autocorrelation of the signal is P (l∆) = p(n∆) p (n + l)∆ ,
and the discrete power spectral density is defined as the discrete Fourier transform of P (l∆):
The power spectral density P m (ω) can be related directly to the Fourier transform of the signal. The ensemble average of the discrete Fourier transforms of p(n∆) and p (n + l)∆ is given by: 
The double sum in Eq. (21) can be simplified tô 
and that P −m (ω) = P m (ω).
Combining these relationships (24)- (26), we obtain the amplitude of the frequency spectrump m equal to the square root of the power spectral density P m (ω),
